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death and danger featuring the trio, which has been completed and is now in post-production, will be
incorporated onto the U.S. version of the new series for an airing in September. For the U.K. dub, it's
being held until later in the year. >> Newly-renewed 'Fringe' aims to set old-school sci-fi tone The
episode, subtitled "P.R.I.N.C.E.," is considered a classic in the series' history and is regarded as one
of the most depressing installments of the entire series. The show sees the Fringe team investigating
the apparent suicide of an art curator named August (played by Bryan Stevenson), who seemed to
have killed himself in his locked bathroom. But as the team investigates further and tries to get the
truth, they discover that they themselves are not who they seem to be, and the truth is not only
grim, but also disturbing. >> Watch 'Fringe' exclusive: 'Gargoyles' star Michael Rosenbaum talks of
future of 'Fringe' "A lot of things [in the episode] are very disturbing and tragic and trying to get it to
seem real so you don't feel as though it's for the sake of entertainment," said executive producer
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Brad Wright. "What we always try to do is try to make it believable, to make it as real as possible and
make it as tragic as possible." Stevenson made his first appearance on 'Fringe' in episode 10, "Out of
Mind, Out of Sight," and later became a regular in the show's two-part season finale "The Bullet That
Saved the World." >> Watch 'Fringe' exclusive: 'Ghost Hunters' star Robert Stack announces new
project with 'Fringe' co-creator Stevenson was most recently seen on d0c515b9f4
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